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Barnouin, Barbara; Yu, Changgen. The Cultural Revolution and the Origins of China's New Class. Joel Andreas. SERIES: Contemporary Issues in Asia and the Pacific. Buy this book. 2009 368 pages. from $30.00.Â Winner of the 2009 Outstanding Academic Title Award, sponsored by Choice. Rise of the Red Engineers explains the tumultuous origins of the class of technocratic officials who rule China today. In a fascinating account, author Joel Andreas chronicles how two mutually hostile groupsâ€”the poorly educated peasant revolutionaries who seized power in 1949 and China's old educated eliteâ€”coalesced to form a new dominant class. Rise of the red engineers: the Cultural Revolution and the origins of China's new class I Joel Andreas. p. em. -- (Contemporary issues in Asia and the Pacific) Includes bibliographical references and index.Â My approach to studying the development of a dominant class in post-revolutionary China was shaped especially by mentors and colleagues at UCLA. I learned a tremendous amount from Rogers Brubaker and Michael Mann, who provided masterful examples of how to study history from a sociological perspective and continually offered insightful advice.Â Joel Andreas Baltimore, Maryland. Aprilwo8. Rise of the red engineers. â€¢ - Introduction. China today is ruled by Red engineers.